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Firstly, huge thanks to Harry Griffiths who conceived this route and posted it for all to see, I have no 
doubt that it was a labour of love planning the route and much appreciated to have such a splendid 
exploration available to download. 

Whiling away hours in the saddle planning routes, rides and epic adventures is, I am sure a 
preoccupation for many a cyclist. Through lockdown we have come across many routes, they have 
been added to our spreadsheet and some are even awarded with a date!  The Dorset 330 was one 
such ride that lodged itself into our imaginations, fairly local, off road and all new terrain, not ridden 
by many and with the potential for a sub 24 hour time - and so it was allocated to July 17th and 
there it sat. 

 
As the date approached preparations began, 
the forecast showed fair moving to hot and 
what’s app messages relating to the ascent 
began to raise warning bells. We juggled the 
route and started at 3 legged Cross as that was 
the closest point to home (Dorchester Train 
Station is the official start) and set off onto 30 
degree heat at 5:25pm 

 

 

 

The route is glorious – breath taking scenery and such diverse terrain and paths.  However, so many 
gates and ascents that with the mixed terrain there’s never really a chance to get into a rhythm 
before having to pause.  As a way to experience all that Dorset has to offer its perfect, but not to be 
underestimated or raced. 

    



The paths in places were almost impassable 
and we pushed through marsh, bramble and 
nettle as well as struggling up deeply rutted 
wet paths of clay. Every effort was however 
rewarded with a view or change of scenery, 
the route it seemed, took in every hill and 
viewpoint in Dorset! 

Water proved to be a big issue, the route is so 
clever at avoiding civilisation that we had to 
seek out people in their gardens to use taps, 
at 3am we found a tap behind a village hall 
that undoubtedly saved us.  It wasn’t until we 

reached Dorchester that food and drink became readily available – in 30 degree heat this was tricky.  
Its definitely a route where self sufficiency will pay off. 

I am sure that in late spring, pre vegetation and in cooler conditions that the route could be 
completed in under 24 hours, the gates become very tiresome and the hills exhausting.  Definitely a 
route worth riding and as a multi day bike-packing expedition would be ideal, however I wouldn’t 
have wanted to get a laden bike up some of those Hills! 

   
 
As a way to enjoy Dorset I would highly recommend this as a tough, but fabulous circuit on 2 wheels.  
The Dorset 330 is a wonderful concept.  Perhaps each county needs its own 330!! 

 

 


